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NEW QUESTION: 1
A DevOps Engineer configures a delay in the out of the box
online backup.
What is he result of a delay that is too large?
A. Excessive reads of the repository occur
B. The backup takes more than 24 hours.
C. Too many file writes occur.
D. The CPU usage is reduced too much
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Rank the budgets listed below to show the order in which they
should normally be prepared:
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
What does the following code snippet do?
iabHelper.startSetup(new
IabHelper.OnIabSetupFinishedListener() {

public void onIabSetupFinished(IabResult result)
{
if (!result.isSuccess()) {
......
} else {
......
}
}
});
A. Initialize billing setup within your application.
B. Verify the credit card used is acceptable.
C. Check if a purchase is complete.
D. Verify is amount is paid successfully.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
An application developer is implementing the event logic of an
online order handling application. The business requires that
the order processing can only start after a two hour customer
cancellation time period.
How can the application developer implement this postponed
processing of the Order Received event?
A. Implement a timer callback function Order Handling Timer and
call it from the rule like this:
when an Order Received occurs, called 'the order'
call Order Handling Timer with order 'the order' and wait time
2 hours
B. Add a two hours delay statement to the when part of the
business rule like this:
when an Order Received occurs sleep(2*60*60*1000)
C. Add a time frame before the when part of the business rule
to postpone event processing for two hours like this:
after 2 hours
when an Order Received has occurred
D. Implement the when part of the business rule to postpone
event processing for two hours like this; when an Order
Received has occurred 2 hours ago
Answer: D
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